Renee Meyers is known for always greeting patients with a heartwarming smile. She recognizes that as a housekeeper, she is more than a cleaner. As an EVS professional, she knows her job is an integral and essential part of the patient healing process.

“During rounds, I can hear Renee talking with patients as she is cleaning. It is something to behold—almost magical,” said Karen M. Walter, director of Environmental Services. “I recall one specific occasion where I finally decided to say something more than I have before. Upon exiting the room and after complimenting her interaction with the patient, I felt compelled to ask, ‘Did you know him?’ She said, ‘No, but, this place [Harrisonburg] is small enough that, when we get to talking, somewhere in the conversation we find out that we know some of the same people, so it’s almost like we are old friends!’

Renee Myers goes above and beyond, not just during these challenging times, but always.